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Abstract 
Intelligent Information Systems are generally not endowed with complete information 
about the world with which they interact, consequently they require a mechanism for 
modifying themselves as more information is acquired. The AGM Paradigm has become 
one of the standard frameworks for modeling changes to repositories of information, its 
principal constructions for informational change operators rely on some form of under-
lying preference relation. We refer to the process of changing the underlying preference 
relation for an intelligent information system as a transmutation. The objective of this 
paper is to show that by representing an information system using a preference relation 
one can model how an information system changes upon the receipt of new information. 
This can be achieved even when the new information contradicts the information system's 
current internal state. Furthermore, we show how explanations can be determined using 
transmutations of information. 

1 Introduction 
An information system is a system through which infor-
mation flows; the system's inputs, outputs, and feedback 
are information. For our purposes the internal state of 
an information system will be represented as a set of log-
ical sentences which we will refer to as its information 
state. In other words, an information state is a collection 
of information contained in an information system. 

Usually an information system characterizes a view of 
the world with which it interacts. Physically, its infor-
mation state might be a diagram, a graph, a spreadsheet, 
a database, a rulebase, or a more sophisticated cognitive 
entity. An information system's view is said to be incom-
plete if there are details about the world it is unaware of, 
or is agnostic about. 

Broadly speaking, the input of an information system 
can be of two forms; it can either be a query, or it can 
lead to system changes. The different forms of input are 
illustrated in Figure 1. In this paper we focus on change 
and model the behaviour of an information system as it 
receives input which results in a new information system. 

We will interpret the current state of an information sys-
tem to be its view of the current world state. Normally 
this state is incomplete and subject to change; this is 
the case even for simple database systems. Consequently 
an incomplete information system requires a mechanism 
for modifying its view as more information about the 
world is acquired. \Ve will consider an intelligent infor-
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mation system to be one that is capable of modifying 
itself upon the receipt of new information; one that does 
not require the intervention of another (more intelligent) 
agent. Our first task is to establish the requirements of 
an intelligent information system and then to consider 
how this system might determine when certain informa-
tion provides an explanation for other information. 

The AGM Paradigm [1, 4, 6] has become one of the 
standard frameworks for modeling informational change. 
It provides change operators that allow for revision and 
contraction of information contained in an information 
system. Within the AGM Paradigm the family of re-
vision operators, and the family of contraction opera-
tors are described by rationality postulates. It turns out 
that the logical properties of an information state are 
not strong enough to uniquely determine a revision or 
contraction operator, therefore some extralogical infor-
mation is required [1, 4, 6]. In other words, based on 
the logical properties of the·information alone there may 
be more than one way to effect the desired change. The 
required extralogical information can take the form of a 
preference relation which is used to choose among the 
various possibilities. For example, consider an informa-
tion system whose current state is described by a: Bach 
is a dalmatian, {3: dalmatians have spots and 1: Bach 
has spots. Consider the situation where this information 
system receives the new information that Bach does not 
have spots, obviously if it is to accept the information 
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and maintain its integrity1 the information system must 
do one ofthe following three things: (i) give up a and r, 
(ii) give up f3 and r, or (iii) give up all three a, f3 and 'Y· 
The question is what criteria could be used in order to 
make the choice! If we impose a preference relation over 
the information then the decision could be made based 
on it. Loosely speaking, if a is more prefered to f3 then 
we would expect a to remain in the system, and f3 to 
be retracted, if f3 is more prefered to a then f3 should 
remain and a should be retracted, and if a and f3 are 
equally preferred then both a and f3 should be given up. 

fn the AGM Paradigm the most well known preference 
relations are families of selection functions [1], epistemic 
entrenchment orderings [6], systems of spheres [8], and 
rlice preorders on models [8, 9, 10, 12]. 

When an intelligent information system receives new in-
formation not only must it decide what information to 
iiscard and what information to keep, but it must also 
1etermine how its preferences should be modified. In 
more general terms, how its underlying preference rela-
~ ion should change. We refer to the process of chang-
:ng the underlying preference relation as a transmuta-
!ion [15]. Information systems that are intended to learn 
3bout their environment require a capacity for imple-
nenting transmutations. Transmutation~ focus on the 
:hanges at the underlying preference relation level rather 
;han at the information content level. Based on observa-
;ions made by Gardenfors [4] we generalized the work of 
)pohn and developed the idea of transmutations in [15]. 
)pohn introduced the process of conditionalization [14] 
.vhich is a constructive method for changing the underly-
ng preference relation of an information system. Spohn 
1rgues that conditionalization has various desirable char-
Lcteristics, for example it is commutative and reversible. 
:n [15] we introduced and examined an alternative trans-
nutation, namely an adjustment, and we showed that 
.he conditionalization of an information system captures 
L relative minimal change, whilst its adjustment provides 
m absolute minimal change procedure. 

~or completeness and to set the notation we briefly out-
ine the AGM Paradigm in section 2. In section 3, we 
iescribe a formal representation of an information sys-
.em and its corresponding information state. In section 4 
ve describe the transmutation of an information system, 
n particular two types of transmutations; conditionaliza-
,ions and adjustments. In section 5, we outline Spohn's 
iotion of reasons, and provide conditions which allow 
his notion to be defined using arbitrary transmutations 
md then using adjustments. In section 6 we illustrate 
hese definitions and results using a simple example, and 
n section 7 we make some concluding remarks. 

n order to model the various components of an infer-
nation system we adopt logic as the basis of our ab-
tract representations, and we begin with some technical 
~re!iminaries. Let L denote a countable language that 
ontains a complete set of Boolean connectives. We will 

,fa.intaining integrity means that the incorporation of informa-
ion should not lead to an inconsistent information state. 
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represent information using sentences in L which are de-
noted by lower case Greek letters. We assume Lis gov-
erned by a logic that is identified with its consequence 
relation 1-. The relation 1- is assumed to satisfy the fol-
lowing conditions2[4]: 
(a) If a is a truth-functional tautology, then 1- a. 
(b) If 1- a-+ f3 and 1- a, then 1- f3 (modus ponens). 
(c) 1- is consistent, that is, Jf.L, where .L denotes the 

inconsistent theory. 
(d) 1- satisfies the deduction theorem. 
(e) 1- is compact. 

The set of all logical consequences of a set I ~ L, that 
is {a : I 1- a}, is denoted by Cn(I). Information a is 
contingent if it is consistent and not tautological, that is, 
If -,a and If a. 
We represent an information state as a theory, where a 
theory is any subset of L closed under Cn. We represent 
the set of all information states by the set of logical theo-
ries denoted by S. A consistent complete theory contains 
either a or -,a but not both for all sentences a. We de-
note the set of consistent complete theories by W, and 
we represent world states by elements of W. 
We define [a] to be the set of all consistent complete 
theories that contain a. If a is inconsistent, then [a] = 
0, that is, no world state is inconsistent, and if a is a 
tautology, then [a)= W, that is, the tautologies hold in 
every possible world state. In this sense an information 
state I can be seen to be a view onto the set of possible 
world states such that [I) is the set of world states that 
contain,· and hence are consistent with, the information 
state. In other words, any world state w E [I] could 
be the actual world state according to the information 
state I, but I does not contain sufficient information to 
determine which one it is. We note the obvious property 
that the intersection of the world states in [I) is I itself, 
that is, I= n[I). If an information state I has complete 
information about the current world state then [I] is a 
singleton, and the information state is equivalent to the 
world state, that is, I= [I). 

2 The AGM Paradigm 
As noted earlier the AGM Paradigm has become one of 
the standard frameworks for modelling changes to repos-
itories of information. In the AGM Paradigm informa-
tion states are represented as logical theories, and in-
formational changes are therefore regarded as transfor-
mations on theories. There are three principal types of 
AGM transformations; expansion, contraction and revi-
sion. These transformations allow us to model changes 
of information based on the principle of minimal cltange. 
This principle comes into play when a system determines 
how to modify its information state, intuitively is says 
that in the face of change as little as possible of the cur-
rent information should be modified. 

2 Most standard logics such as propositional and first order sat-
isfy these requirements and hence they should not be seen as 
unduly restrictive. 
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Expansion is the simplest change, it is best adopted when 
modeling the incorporation of information which is con-
sistent with the current information state. The expan-
sion of an information state I with respect to a sentence 
a, denoted as I;t", is defined to be the logical closure of 
I and a, that is I;t" = Cn(I U {a}). 
A revision attempts to transform an information state as 
little as possible in order to incorporate information that 
may be in conflict with the current information state. 
Formally, a well-behaved3 revision operator • is any func-
tion from S x L to S, mapping (I, a) to I~ which satisfies 
(•1)- (•9), if* satisfies (*10) then it is very well-behaved 
[15]. 
(*1) For any a E L and any I E S, I~ E S 
(*2) a E I~ 
(*3) I;~ I;t" 
(*4) If ...,a(/. I then I;t" ~I; 
(* 5) I; =j_ if and only if r ...,a 
(*6) If r Q = f3 then I~= r; 
(*7) I:" 13 ~ U:)t 
(*8) If ...,p (/.I; then (I~)t ~ I:"f3 
(* 9) For every nonempty set r of nontautological sen-

tences, there exists a sentence a E r such that 
a (/. I~av-,{3 for every f3 E r . 

(•10) For every nonempty set r of nontautological sen-
tences, there exists a sentence a E f such that 
f3 (/. I~av-,p for every f3 E r. 

A contraction of an information state, I, with respect to 
a, denoted by I;;, involves the removal of information 
from I so that a is no longer implied. Formally, a well-
behaved contraction operator - is any function from S x L 
to S, mapping (I, a) to I;; which satisfies (-1)- (-9), 
if- satisfies (-10) then it is very well-behaved [15] . 

(-1) For any a EL and any I E S, I;; E S 
(-2) I;; ~I 
(-a) If a f/. I then I;; =I 
(-4) If V a then a f/. I;; 
(-5) I~ (I;;)t 
(-6) If r a::: f3 then I;; = Ij 
(-7) I- nr er a {3 - al\{3 
(- 8). If a f/: 1~,..13 then 1~,..13 ~ I;; 
(-9) For every nonempty set r of nontautological sen-

tences, there exists a sentence a E f such that 
a f/: 1~"f3 for every {3 E f . . 

(-10) For every nonempty set r of nontautological sen-
tences, there exists a sentence a E r such that 
f3 f/. 1~1\{3 for every f3 E r. 

The rationality postulates for contraction and revision 
circumscribe classes of operators they do not provide 

3 Peppas (11] introduced well-behaved revision based on well-
ordered systems of spheres, and we note that (•9) is not iden-
tical with the well-behaved postulate in (11], however the same 
family of revision operators is obtained. 
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a constructive method of selecting a particular opera-
tor. As highlighted earlier the standard constructions are 
based on preference relations - this issue will be taken 
up again in section 4. 
Contraction and revision are interdefinable, in particu-
lar well-behaved contraction and well-behaved revision 
are related by means of the Levi Identity, I~ = (1.::;-a)t, 
which defines a (very) well-behaved revision in terms 
of a (very) well-behaved contraction, and conversely by 
means of the Harper Identity, I;; = Inl~a• which defines 
a (very) well-behaved contraction in terms of a (very) 
well-behaved revision [1, 4, 6, 16]. 

3 Representing Information 
Systems and their States 

In this section we adopt the use of Spohn's informa-
tion rankings4 [14]. Information rankings are preference 
relations over information, and are commonly used as 
representations of information systems. 
An information state can be represented by the set of 
world states that match it. Using our previous example, 
we represent the information state concerning Bach as 
the set of all the (possible) world states in which Bach 
is a dalmatian, and all dalmatians are spotted. Based 
on this information alone the actual world state could 
conceivably be any one of these worlds. 

An information ranking is a preference relation on world 
states, and is achieved by mapping world states to ordi-
nals such that the higher the ordinal a particular world 
state is assigned the less plausible that world is. The 
set of worlds consistent with the information state are 
the most plausible and therefore they are mapped to the 
smallest ordinal, namely zero. 
An information ranking is a function that takes world 
states to ordinals where world states are represented by 
consistent complete theories. Intuitively, they define a 
ranking of plausibility on possible world states and in 
doing so they provide a response schema for all possible 
consistent information [14]. 

Formally, an information ranking is a function I from 
the set of all consistent complete theories, W, into the 
ordinals such that there is some element of W, assigned 
the smallest ordinal 0. The condition that at least one 
world state be assigned the smallest ordinal enforces the 
information state to be consistent, and it normalizes the 
smallest ordinal to zero. 
We denote the family of all information rankings by I. 
Intuitively an information ranking I E I represents a 
plausibility grading of possible worlds [4], the worlds that 
are assigned the smallest ordinal are the most plausible. 

Given an information ranking I and a nonempty set oi 
world states w ~ W we define I( w) to be the smallest 
ordinal assigned to the elements of w. More formally, we 
have I(w) = min{I(w): wE w}. 

4 Spohn calls his rankings conditional ordinal functions. 
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Fi_gure 1: Informational Input for Information Systems 

m information ranking I represents an intelligent in-
Jrmation system, and we define the information state 
epresented by I to be the information that is common 
o all the most plausible world states according to I, that 
,, those mapped to zero: state(I) = n{w: I(w) = 0}. 

s:finition: Given an information ranking I E I, for 
.ny nontautological sentence a, we say a is accepted with 
:rmness I([-,a]), and call 1((-,a]) the degree of acceptance 
f 0'. A sentence a is accepted if and only if a E state(I). 
f a and {3 are both accepted then a is more firmly ac-
epted than {3 if and only if either I([-,a]) > 1([-,,B]), or 
· a and If ,B. More generally, for nontautological sen-
mces a and ,B not necessarily in state(I), a is more 
iausible than ,B if and only if either I([-,a]) > I(hB]), 
r 1([,8]) > I([a]) [4]. 

\ turns out that state(I) = {a : 1([-,a]) > 0}, in other 
•ords, the information state encapsulated by I is the 
liormation whose degree of acceptance is greater than 
ero. 

~ Information Transmutations 
, transmutation is the process by which an informa-
on system is changed upon the receipt of new informa-
on. Since an information system is represented by an 
tformation ranking, the informational input for such a 
'Iange takes the form of an ordered pair, (w, i) where 
r is a set of world states and i is an ordinal. The inter-
retation given by GarJcnfors [4] of this is that w is the 
tformation to be accepted by the information system, 
nd i is the degree of firmness with which this infor-
tation is incorporated into the .transmuted information 
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system. For instance if we wish to accept the information 
a with degree i then the informational input would be 
([a], i); recall that [a] is the set of world states in which 
a holds. 
In this section we review some results given in [15] and 
show how transmutations of information systems charac-
terize both well-behaved revision and well-behaved con-
traction operators, and if the information ranking is fi-
nite then these operators are very well-behaved. In other 
words, transmutations characterize rational changes to 
an information state within the framework of the AGM 
Paradigm. 
We define the transmutation of an information system, 
below, as an operator that takes an information system, 
a nonempty strict subset of the world states in W and 
an ordinal to produce a new information system. 

Definition: 
We define a transmutation schema for information rank-
ings, •, to be a function from I x {2w\{0, W}} x 0 to 
I, where 0 is an ordinal, such that (I, w, i) ~----+ r(w, i) 
which satisfies: 

(i) r(w, i)(w) = i, and 

(ii) state(I•(w, i)) = 

{ 

n{w E w: I(w) = I(w)} 

n{w E W: either I(w) = 0 
or wE w with I(w) = I(w)} 

if i > 0 

otherwise 

We say I*(w, i) is a (w, i)-transmutation of! . .Kote that 
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Figure 2: Information Systems represented by Information Rankings 

the definition excludes a transmutation with respect to 
an empty set of worlds, hence a contradiction is not 
acceptable information. For technical convenience we 
also exclude transmutations with respect to the set of 
all worlds, in this way we restrict our attention to the 
principal case where the new information is contingent. 

Intuitively, (i) says, w is accepted with firmness i in the 
transmuted information system, and (ii) says if i > 0, 
then the transmuted information state is represented by 
the minimal w worlds, that is, the most preferred world 
states that contain w. If i = 0, then the transmuted 
information state is represented by the union of the min-
imal worlds (i.e. those that contain state(!)), with the 
minimal w worlds. 

For i > 0 and contingent information a, an ([a], i) -
transmutation of I results in a new information rank-
ing in which the minimal worlds in [a:] are mapped to 
zero, and a: is accepted with firmness i. It was shown 
in [15] that whenever i > 0 the transmutation of the 
information system I is a well-behaved revision, that 
is state(I*([a:],i)) = (state(!))~, and whenever i = 0 
then the transmutation of the information system I is 
a well-behaved contraction, that is state(I*([a:], i)) = 
(state(I));;. Furthermore, it was shown that I is fi-
nite if and only if the corresponding revision and con-
traction operators are very well-behaved. These obser-
vations are straightforward extensions of results of Grove 
[8], and Gardenfors [4] and are based on the work of Pep-
pas [11] and Williams [16). 

We noted earlier that Spohn's conditionalization, defined 
below, was a method of modifying an information sys-
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tern, and based on observations by Gardenfors in [4] we 
showed that it is a transmutation in [15). More formally; 
for 0 -:f. w C W, and i an ordinal, I*(w,i) is an (w,i)-
transmutation of I. 

{ 

-l(w) + I(w) 
I*(w, i)(w) = 

-I(w) + I(w) + i 

ifw E w 

otherwise. 

Spohn [14) has argued that conditionalization, is a de-
sirable transmutation, for instance it is reversible and 
commutative. We showed in [15) that if W is finite then 
every transmutation can be achieved using a finite num-
ber of conditionalizations. Intuitively, conditionalization 
means that becoming informed about w does not change 
the grading of plausibility restricted to either w or w, 
rather the worlds in w and w are shifted relative to one 
another [4). 
In [15) we also described another transmutation, namely 
an adjustment. Intuitively, an (w, i)-adjustment, below, 
is a transmutation which is commanded by the principle 
of minimal change, that is, I is changed or disturbed as 
little as necessary to assign a set of worlds the degree of 
acceptance i. We showed that, for 0 -:f w C W, and 
i an ordinal, I*(w, i), where • is defined below, is an 
(w, i)-transmutation of I. 

{ 
r(w, i) 

I*(w,i) = 
(r(w, O))+(w, i) 

where, 

if i < I(w) 

otherwise. 
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r- (w, i)(w) = { i 
I(w) 

I+(w, i)(w) = { i 
I(w) 

5 Explanation 

if wE wand I(w) = I(w) 

otherwise. 

if wE wand I(w) < i 

otherwise. 

[n this section we demonstrate how transmutations of 
information systems can be used to capture notions of 
reason and explanation. 
for the purpose of illustrating his notion of a reason 
5pohn [13] used the following example; "I have two alarm 
:locks. That my first alarm is ringing gives me reason to 
lxpect that my second alarm will be ringing. The fact 
;hat my second alarm does not ring is evidence for me 
;hat I shall miss my appointment. And if I· would believe 
n the axiom of choice, I would thereby believe in a well-
jrdering of the real numbers. So, what does a reason do? 
~1y belief in a reason strengthens my belief in what it is 
L reason for." More precisely, Spohn gave the following 
iefinition [13]. · 
ru) a is a reason for {3 if and only if raising the degree 

of acceptance of a would raise the degree of accep-
tance of {3. 

Jlearly, the determination of this condition is dependent 
m the type of transmutation employed to change the in-
ormation ranking since the type of transmutation will 
letermine all changes in the degree of acceptance of in-
ormation. It can be argued that an adjustment is ap-
lropriate for determining reasons on the grounds that it 
s a transmutation which performs an absolute minimal 
:hange. In particular, every world state is reassigned 
~ new ordinal as close to its previous assignmeJ;It as is 
onsistent with the desired change. When the degree of 
• cceptance of a is increased during the determination of 
, reason it seems reasonable to require that this change 
listurb the current information system as little as possi-
ole. 

Villiams et al [19] distingished two types of reasons: (i) 
·rdinary reasons, for which raising the degree of a by 
ome amount leads to an increase in the degree of {3, and 
ii) strong reasons, for which raising the degree of a by 
:ny amount leads to an increase in the degree of {3. 

;iirdenfors was the first to recast Spohn's reasons into 
he framework of AGM Paradigm, and we follow his lead 
y rewriting {R1) using the notion of transmutation to 
apture both ordinary and strong forms of reason. Recall 
fl at the degree of acceptance of information a is given 
y the smallest ordinal assigned to the world states in 
rhich the information is not true, that is, I([-,a]). In 
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other words, a possesses a higher degree of acceptance 
or plausibility than {3 whenever I([-.{3]) < I([-,a]). 

(R2) Give~ an. information ranking I E I, a is a rea-
son for {3 if and only if I([-.{3]) < I*([a], i)([-,{3]) 
for some i > I([-.a]). 

(R3) Given an information ranking I E I, a is a strong 
reason for {3 if and only if I([-.{3]) < r ([a], i)([-,{3]) 
for all i > 1([-.a]). 

Theorems 1 and 45 , below, provide conditions that de-
scribe both reasons and strong reasons when the trans-
mutation employed is an adjustment. 
Theorem 1: Let I E I be an information ranking. 
Then a is a reason for {3 determined by an adjustment 
if and only if (i) 1([...,{3]) <I([ a 1\ -.{3]), and (ii) I([ a]) < 

I{[ a 1\ -.{3]). 

Theorem 1 says that a is a reason for {3 if and only if the 
most plausible world state containing -.{3 does not con-
tain a, and the most plausible world state containing 
a also contains {3. This is restated in terms of revision 
operators in the corollary below, where the revision op-
erator is constructed using a system of spheres [8] that 
corresponds to the information ranking, see (15] for de-
tails. 
Corollary 2: Let I E I be an information ranking. 
Then a is a reason for {3 determined by an adjustment 
if and only if (i) -.a E (state(!) )~p, and {ii) {3 E (state(!))~ 

where • is determined by the standard system of spheres 
construction based on the ordering given by I. 
Theorem 3: Let I E I be an information ranking. If 
a is a reason for {3 determined by an adjustment then 
I[-.a] ~ I{[-.{3]). 

Theorem 4: Let I E I be an information ranking. 
Then a is a reason for {3 determined by an adjustment 
if and only if (i) I([-,{3]) ~ I([-.a]) < I([ a 1\ -.{3]), and 

(ii) I((a]) <I( a 1\ -.{3]). 

This theorem is essentally equivalent to, and more per-
spicuously stated in, the following corollary. 
Corollary 5: Let I E I be an information ranking . 
Let reasons be determined by an adjustment. Then a is 
a strong reason for {3 if and only if a is a reason for {3 
and I{[-.o:]) = I([-.{3]). 
Williams et al [19] defined an explanation to be a non triv-
ial reason, that is, a is an explanation for {3 if and only if 
a is a reason for {3 and not logically equivalent to it. 
In the following definition a most plausible explanation 
is described as an explanation which is capable of in-
creasing the degree of acceptance of the explanandum 
as much as any other explanation during a transmuta-
tion. More formally, in our current context we have the 
following definition. 

5 These theorems are analogous to those given in [19] using an-
other represention and based on translations established in [15]. 
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De:finition: Let I E I be an information ranking. Let 
A be a set of explanations for (3. Define a E A to be 
a most plausible explanation for (3 if I* ([I], i)([--.(3]) ~ 
I*([a), i)([--.(3]) for all 1 E A, and for some ordinal i > 
I([-.a]) 
Let A be a set of strong explanations for (3. 
Define a E A to be a most plausible strong explanation 
for (3 ifi*(,,i)([--.(3]) ~ I*(a,i)([--.(3]) for all 1 EA, and 
for all ordinals i > I([-.a]). 

Theorem 6: 
Let • be an adjustment used for the determination of 
reasons. Let A be a set of (strong) explanations for a 
formula (3. Then a is a most plausible (strong) explana-
tion in A for (3 if and only if 1([1 I\ -,p]) ~ I([a I\ --.(3]) 
for all 1 EA. 

Theorem 6 demonstates that we can capture the notion 
of a most plausible explanation using the transmutation 
of an information system. In particular it says, that 
based on adjustments a is a most plausible explanation 
for (3 if and only if the most plausible world state con-
taining --.(3 and -.a is at least as plausible as world states 
that contain --.(3 and any other explanation. 

6 Examples 
We adapt the examples g1ven m [19) for information 
rankings. 

a: wet grass 
(3: water main is broken 
1: sprinkler is on 

6: it is raining 
7]: grass is under cover [3] 
rfo: E =me? 

The information a represents an observation while the 
other information may constitute possible explanations 
for this observation. 

Example 1: Let the information ranking I E I be such 
that 0 = 1([--.(3]), I([--.7]]), I([a]), I([-.,]), I([8]) < 1([6 I\ 
--.7]]), I([7J]), I([/]), I([-.a]), I([--.8]), 1([7JA.-.a]), I([rjJA.-.a), 
1([8 I\ 1J I\ ..,a]), I([[i]) < I([l I\ -.a]) < 1([(3 I\ -.a]) < 
I([8 I\ -.TJ I\ ..,a]) < 1([-,rfo]). 
The grass is uncovered, the sprinkler is off, and it 1s 
raining. 

-,p, --.,, 8, -,{j, 1], --.71, rjJ and -,rjJ are not reasons for a. 
a, (3, /, 8 I\ ...,11 are reasons for a. 
a and 6 A. ...,11 are both strong reasons for a. 
(3 is more plausible than 1 as an explanation for a. 
6 I\ -.TJ is the most plausible (strong) explanation for a. 

Example 2: Let the information ranking I E I be such 
that 0 = I([•[i]), I([-./]), I([a]), 1([(3]), 1([1]), 1([6]), 
I([--.8]), I([TJ]), I([--.71]) I([6A.-.71]) < I([-.a]),I([8A.fJA.-.a]) 
< 1([1/\--.a]) < 1([(3/\-,a]) < 1([6/\--.1]/\--.a]) < I([-,rfo]). 
It is not known whether the grass is covered, whether 
the sprinkler is on, or whether it is raining. 

-,p, __,,, 8, --.6, 1J, -.TJ, rjJ and -.rjJ are not reasons for a. 
a, (3, 1, 8 1\ -,TJ are reasons for a. 
a is the only strong reason for a. 
8 I\ --,1] is a more plausible explanation for a than (3 or 
I · 
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7 Related Work 
Williams et al [19) explored similar issues to those ad-
dressed herein using an entrenchment ranking rather than 
an information ranking. An entrenchment ranking is a 
mapping from the sentences in the language to the or-
dinals rather than from the set of consistent complete 
theories. Explicit connections between these structures 
and their corresponding transmutations are given in [15]. 
From a computational point of view entrenchment rank-
ings are superior to information rankings, however study 
of information rankings facilitates the understanding of 
transmutations due to their obvious semantic interpre-
tation. 

Connections between informational change and expla-
nation can be found in numerous works in the litera-
ture, for example Gardenfors [4), Boutilier and Becher 
[3). Gardenfors uses changes in probability, whilst we 
use changes in plausibility, and Williams et al [19] show 
that Boutilier and Becher's definition of a explains (3, is 
closely related to a is a reason for (3 based on adjust-
ments. In particular, if their explanations are based on 
a well-ordered CO revision model structure [2] then we 
have: 
a is a predictive explanation for (3 if and only if 
(i) a is a reason for (3, (ii) a Estate(!) iff {J Estate(!), 
and (iii) -.a E state(I) iff -.[J Estate(!). 

a is a hypothetical explanation for {J if and only if (i) a is 
a reason for (3, (ii) a, (3 et state(!), and 
(iii) -.a Estate(!) iff -.[J E state(I). 

a is a factual explanation for (3 if and only if (i) a is a 
reason for {J, (ii) a, {J Estate(!), and 
(iii) -.a E state(I) iff -.[J E state(!). 

a is a counterfactual explanation for {J if and only if 
(i) a is a reason for {J, and 
(ii) if {J Estate(!) then a Estate(!). 

It is not hard to see that hypothetical explanations are 
strong reasons since I([-.a]) = 1([--.[J]) = 0. 

These connections together with a discussion concerning 
the connections between Spohnian reasons and abduc-
tion can be found in [19). 

Gardenfors and Makinson [7] identified the class of con-
sistency preserving rational consequence relations and 
showed it to be a nonmonotonic inference relation. Non-
monotonic inference relations are denoted by f-- and of-- f3 
is read as if a is the case then we expect {J to be the case, 
or if a then normally {J. It turns out that Spohnian rea-
sons based on adjustments give rise to consistency pre-
serving rational consequence relations. In particular, ii 
we define af-- (3 to be a is a reason for {J based on an ad-
justment, then f- is consistency preserving and rational. 
Consequently, there exists a nice preference structure [7] 
and an expectation ordering [7] which induces reasons 
based on adjustments. Moreover, we can give the fol-
lowing intuitive interpretation of reason for in terms oi 
expectations. We can say that a is a reason for {J ii 
-.a V {J is strictly more expected than either -.a or (3, 
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and that er is a strong reason for (3 if er is a reason for (3, 
and er and (3 are equally expected. Similar readings can 
be given for plausibility and specificity. 

ln [18] Williams provides a comput.ational model for ?-d-
justments which can be used to Implement Spohman 
reasons, abductive, predictive, fa:ctual, hypo~hetJcal and 
counterfactual explanations. Th1s computatiOnal model 
is extended to include changing expectations and non-
monotonic inference relations in [20] . 

8 Discussion 
Transmutations of information rankings describe not only 
bow an information state is revised, but how an infor-
mation system is revised. In particular, transmutations 
modify an information system ~ithin the framework of 
the widely accepted AGM Paradigm; every well-behaved 
revision and every well-behaved contraction operator can 
be constructed via transmutations of information sys-
tems, and every transmutation characterizes a well-behaved 
change operator . 

It is possible to capture Sp?hn 's notio~ of reason usi~g 
transmutations. In fact a different notiOn of reason Will 
be characterized by every type of transqmtation . An 
adjustment is a trans~utati~n that i~volves an ~bsolute 
minimal change, that 1s, the mformat10n system IS mod-
ified as little as necessary to effect the desired change. 
For this reason we have argued that an adjustment is 
~n appropriate transmutation for determining explana-
tions because it seems reasonable to require that such a 
change disturb the current information sys~em as little 
as necessary. The suitabilitity of using an adJustment for 
Spohnian reasons is further supported by its perspicuous 
connection with abduction and its connection with the 
comprehensive work of Boutilier and Becher established 
in (19]. 
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